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Pro and contra: Some words about outcomes of the third parliamentary session
Member of Our Ukraine faction MP Valeriy Asadchev,
"We adopted important regulations in the socio-economic sphere such as the laws "On Mandatory Pension
Insurance" and "On Private Pension Funds". Those documents mark transition to personified system of pension
security and direct relation of wages and salaries to pension.
We enacted absolutely new documents that got things moving but their impact is very difficult to predict.
Implementation of those laws depends o-n Ukraine’s government, as inefficient and unreasoned actions may nullify
effect of any sound law or Constitution.
Also, we approved a budget resolution and a number of economic laws, such as the law o-n cash method of the VAT
charge in the Naftogaz Ukrainy JSC. As a matter of fact, most attention was paid to political reform. We all
witnessed the parliament’s resistance to unconstitutional methods for solving that problem. In my viewpoint, a firm
position of Our Ukraine contributed to its constitutional settlement.
Though, I guess that members of the presidential team are not going to give up and will make another attempt of
unconstitutional coup. However, they sensed resistance and the opposition realized its strength. This will help to
adhere to constitutional principles even during the presidential campaign.
I think that summer won’t bring unpleasant surprises, for the parliament gave no cause for any suspicions."
